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To garden or not to garden: that is the question.
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to live with native offerings
Or take arms against a sea of invading weeds
And by opposing, end them. To plant: to cultivate;
Forevermore; and with a crepemyrtle we say we end
The wilderness and the stickerburrs
That flesh is scratched by, 'tis a landscape
Devoutly to be wish'd. To plant: to cultivate;
To cultivate: perchance to impress the neighbors: aye, there's the rub;
For in that judgment, what criticisms may come
When we have chosen daylilies, wildflowers, grasses, that
Must offend some neighbors and cost us the respect
Of those who cannot break the bonds of begonias.
For who would bear the snickers and stares from snail-paced vehicles,
The sneers of non-gardeners, the rose gardeners' superiority,
The pangs of the envious, the city's abatement laws,
The insolence of Master Gardeners, and the spurns
From the lazy with no patience, when those neighbors themselves
Harbor crabgrass beneath their cedar trees? Who bears the struggle
To grunt and sweat under hoeing and mowing and watering
But that the dread of drought and blistering heat,
Those extreme conditions from which coleus and petunias
And fanflowers cannot return, breaks the will
And makes us rather throw up our hands and say to hell with it
Rather than hie ourselves to the plant nursery for more?
Thus failure does make cowards of us all,
And thus the vision of a perfect landscape
Withers with the idea of yellow leaves and bare ground
And pure hard labor of digging and petting and replanting.
With this possibility, the cowards turn awry
And lose the name of gardener.
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